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Vermont Stream in October Woods, 1994
Oil on canvas, 48 x 66 inches

Featuring Works from the Personal Collection of Charles MacKay,
Former General Director of The Santa Fe Opera, and Cameron McCluskey
Santa Fe, NM – LewAllen Galleries is pleased to announce a
major exhibition honoring the 85th birthday of Forrest
Moses, acclaimed as one America’s most esteemed painters
of abstracted landscape, and a much beloved figure of the
Santa Fe art community since 1969. This exhibition is the first
solo show of Moses’s paintings since 2012 and brings
together more than thirty works that together provide a
survey of his artistic evolution over the past five decades.
Opening with a reception on Friday, April 26 from 5-7 PM,
the exhibition is on view through June 15.
No longer creating new work and now living in California due
to health reasons, Moses has had a distinguished career of
more than 54 years painting graceful visual responses to
River Bottomland at Galisteo, 1983
place through distinctive and complex rhythms of color, line,
Oil on canvas, 40 x 42 inches
and form that reveal the sudden transcendent quality of the
(From the MacKay/McCluskey Collection)
simple experience of being in nature. Quiet and meditative,
his work is thought of as an art of intimation rather than disclosure. Changing seasons are suggested by
subtle color harmonies, carefully balanced compositions include only the essentials for evocation, and a
painterly fluidity informs each brushstroke.
Included in the exhibit are foundational paintings – several from the artist’s personal collection – that
embody Moses’ fluid interplay between the real-life locations inspiring his images and a resonant sense
of the land emblematic of something universal. Rather than seeking to describe the landscape with
verisimilitude, Moses’s goal is to transform it on canvas, manifesting what he calls “an expressionistic
response to a figurative subject.” For Moses, painting is an act of reverence for the beauty inherent in
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the natural world, where the aesthetic of decay is as
important as that of growth, and where he seeks to
“capture the aliveness” of nature and convey its sense
of the sacred.

October Stream Detail, 1996
Oil on canvas, 30 x 32 inches

The result of this approach is recognizable landscape
forms that simultaneously lean away from literal
reproduction. The evidence of process in his markmaking mirrors Moses’ focus on deconstructing the
landscape into glowing, abstracted patches of color,
and through gestures that recall Japanese or Chinese
brush painting. In his hands, saplings and branches are
transformed into graceful, calligraphic brushstrokes,
and evocations of ground and sky are mapped into
regions of ragged texture.

Profoundly influenced by Japanese aesthetics, Moses embraces the principle of wabi-sabi: the insight
that things become more beautiful as they decay, age, and transition. In this way, the marks of his oil
paintings reference the practices and philosophies of sumi-e ink masters. He seeks, in his own words,
“to discover nature’s truth and give life to a painted image by understanding the rhythms and pulses
behind appearances.”
As Southwest Art wrote in 2004, “Seasonal but timeless, as willful as they are loose, vital despite their
regenerating subject matter, contained and yet endless, Moses’ works depict a kind of ur-nature that is
primitive, original, ultimate.” In this way, the act of looking at a Moses painting is ever surprising:
everything is shifting form, transitioning and reforming.
A former Naval officer in the Philippines, Forrest Moses visited Japan, Guam, and Hong Kong, where he
acquired his profound affection for Asian and especially Japanese aesthetics. Moses was born in
Danville, Virginia and educated at Washington and Lee University and the Pratt Institute in New York.
His work is included in numerous major private collections and in those of diverse public institutions.
His monograph, Forrest Moses, published by Kensho Editions in 2001 and printed in Verona, Italy, is an
elegant, full color presentation of this artist’s unique contribution to modern landscape painting.
The Charles MacKay and Cameron McCluskey Collection
The importance of this exhibition is further heightened by the
inclusion of fifteen works from the private collection of Charles
MacKay and Cameron McCluskey. MacKay retired last summer as
General Director of The Santa Fe Opera, and has been, for many
years, a close friend of the artist’s. After MacKay’s retirement, he
and McCluskey downsized their residence and the works from
their collection in this show include important examples of iconic
Moses landscape paintings from the 1980’s – an especially
important period in the artist’s evolution of his signature dynamic
tension between abstraction and representation. Works on view
from their collection also include more recent paintings, several
breath-taking original monotypes including “Under the Double
Rock with Reflection at Tesuque, 1983
Moon” from 1987 that became the cover image of The Santa Fe
Oil on canvas, 40 x 42 inches
Opera season program that year, and a variety of iris monotypes
(From the MacKay/McCluskey Collection)
that feature experimental images of what was to become one of
Moses’s best known subjects in addition to landscape.
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